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Abstract—Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) pro-
gramming models present an attractive alternative to conven-
tional message passing paradigms for developing data-intensive
applications. OpenSHMEM is a library-based PGAS model
that brings together several SHMEM implementations into
an open standard. There are several approaches to design
OpenSHMEM on modern multi-core clusters and each of
these have different performance characteristics depending on
factors like process mapping, buffer location, buffer usage
pattern and others. In this paper, we explore the design space
for OpenSHMEM on multi-core clusters and provide a hybrid
solution that delivers the best performance in all scenarios.
We also redesign the barrier operation to take advantage of
the new hybrid substrate. The hybrid substrate improves the
performance of shmem putmem by 49% and 80% compared
to the reference OpenSHMEM implementation for 4 MByte
transfers using heap and global buffers, respectively. The
proposed designs improve the performance of barrier by 64%
and 68% on 64 cores of Intel Sandy Bridge and 96 cores
of AMD Magny-Cours architectures, respectively. Our designs
also improve performance of the Graph500 Breadth First
Search (BFS) kernel by up to 47% and 57% on the two
architectures, respectively.

I. INTRODUCTION

Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) programming
models present an attractive alternative to conventional
message passing paradigms, for developing data-intensive,
irregular applications. PGAS models can be either language-
based, such as Unified Parallel C (UPC) [1] and Co-Array
Fortran [2], or library-based, such as OpenSHMEM [3].
OpenSHMEM [4] is an effort to bring together a variety
of SHMEM [5] and SHMEM-like implementations into an
open standard. Yoon et al. developed a portable Open-
SHMEM library called GSHMEM [6]. GSHMEM exploits
GASNet communication middleware from UC Berkeley [7]
and is based on version 1.0 draft of the OpenSHMEM speci-
fication [3]. OpenSHMEM reference implementation (Open-
SHMEM v.1.0) also uses GASNet as the communication
subsystem. Previously, we explored the challenges of de-
signing a unified runtime system for MPI and OpenSHMEM
on clusters with InfiniBand interconnect [8]. However, with
increasing number of cores per node, it is critical to explore
various design alternatives to improve the performance of
communication operations between processes that are co-

located within the same compute node.
The OpenSHMEM memory model allows application

developers to allocate and manage data objects within sym-
metric heap regions, which are accessible to other processing
elements (PE)s via standard OpenSHMEM library functions.
OpenSHMEM applications can also exchange data that is de-
fined as either global or static variables. The communication
channels that can be used vary based on the type of variables
used. Modern multi-core architectures have a hierarchy of
sockets and Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) nodes.
The communication performance between processes varies
depending on where they are located. Additionally, com-
municating processes may or may not share caches, which
also affects the performance of communication operations.
These lead us to an important challenge: Can we design the
OpenSHMEM library in a highly efficient, multi-core and
NUMA aware manner, to deliver the best communication
performance for both global and heap buffers?

On modern multi-core architectures, there are several
choices to design communication operations between two
processes that are co-located within the same compute node.
One approach is to use the network adapter through loopback
operations in which case the design will be similar to
when the processes are on different nodes. Many existing
communication libraries use shared memory for transfers
within a node, through both one-copy and two-copy de-
signs [9], [10]. Another approach is to use kernel modules or
virtual address mapping capabilities provided by operating
systems to design one-copy communication [11], [12], [13].
Several MPI libraries take advantage of such designs [14],
[15]. Recently, a new communication feature called the
Cross Memory Attach (CMA) has been introduced into the
vanilla Linux kernel which allows processes within the same
compute node to exchange data via system calls [16]. Each
of the designs mentioned above have different performance
characteristics depending on the process binding, buffer
location, access pattern and other factors.

In this paper, we explore the design space in detail
and propose a hybrid solution to significantly improve the
performance of various communication operations in the
OpenSHMEM library. Experimental evaluations show that
the proposed hybrid approach delivers up to 49% and 80%



improvement in shmem putmem latency compared to the
GASNET based implementation, using heap and global
buffers, respectively. We provide an optimized design for
barrier synchronization operation, allowing it to take ad-
vantage of the hybrid communication substrate. The new
design improves shmem barrier latency by 64% and 68%
on 64 cores of Intel Sandy Bridge and 96 cores of AMD
Magny-Cours architectures, respectively. We demonstrate
the benefits of the new designs on applications using kernels
from Graph500 suite. The proposed hybrid design and
enhancement to collectives improve the mean Breadth First
Search (BFS) time by 47% and 57% when compared with
the GASNET based implementation on the two clusters
mentioned above.

To summarize, in this paper, we address the following
important problems:

1) Can we offer a detailed comparison of the various
alternatives that are available to design a multi-core-
aware OpenSHMEM library?

2) OpenSHMEM applications can exchange either sym-
metric or global data and using different access pat-
terns. How do such characteristics affect the perfor-
mance of communication operations?

3) Can we propose a hybrid solution that can take advan-
tage of various intranode communication design al-
ternatives to significantly improve the performance of
various communication operations in OpenSHMEM?

4) How does our proposed hybrid substrate impact the
way collective operations are designed in OpenSH-
MEM?

5) What are the benefits of our proposed solutions on
the performance of scientific applications that use the
OpenSHMEM model?

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we give a brief overview of the Open-
SHMEM programming model and the kernel modules and
features used in this work.

A. OpenSHMEM

SHMEM is a Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS)
model that allows processes or processing elements (PE) to
see each other’s variables with a common name. There have
been several versions and implementations of SHMEM that
vary slightly from one another and OpenSHMEM is an effort
to consolidate these versions. OpenSHMEM defines private
and remotely accessible address spaces. Objects in the
private address space are only accessible by the PE. Objects
in the remotely accessible address space can be accessed by
other PEs and these objects are called symmetric objects.
In C, global and static variables can be categorized as
symmetric objects. Symmetric objects can also be allocated
dynamically from a symmetric heap using routines such
as shmalloc, shmemalign and others. OpenSHMEM defines

point-to-point and collective communication operations over
symmetric objects. The collective communication operations
can be called by any subset of the PEs. The PEs involved
in a collective operation are called the active set and the
operation has to be called by every PE in the active set.
OpenSHMEM also provides exclusive lock routines that
allow implementation of critical regions. It offers synchro-
nization operations which ensure ordering and/or completion
of communication operations.

B. Cross Memory Attach (CMA)

Cross Memory Attach (CMA) is an inter-process data
access feature that has been introduced with Linux Kernel
3.2. It has been back-ported by some of the Linux distros
like RHEL 6.3, which is used in this work. CMA adds two
syscalls, process vm readv and process vm writev, which
allow one process to read to/write from a remote process’s
address space. The calling process only needs the remote
process’s PID and virtual address of the remote data buffer.
Its direct memory access model also yields well for one-
sided semantics.

C. LiMIC

Kernel modules like LiMIC and KNEM have enabled
single copy mechanisms for intranode communication in
several MPI libraries. In this paper, we focus on the
LiMIC module. LiMIC is distributed by the Network Based
Computing Laboratory, along with the MVAPICH2 MPI
library [14]. It is currently deployed on several large scale
supercomputing clusters like Lonestar at TACC [17], Tres-
tles and Gordon at SDSC [18]. LiMIC offers primitives for
memory mapping and data copy between processes. The
limic tx init call accepts a virtual address and size and
returns a user handle. The handle is sent to the peer process
which can then call limic tx comp and limic rx comp
to read or write data from the remote process’s memory
represented by the handle.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE DESIGN SPACE

There are various alternatives to design OpenSHMEM on
Linux clusters built with commercial off-the-shelf multi-core
nodes and high-speed interconnects. Each of these designs
deliver varying performance for various message sizes and
buffer characteristics. In this section, we explore this design
space and focus on designs that provide true one-sided
communication which is important for OpenSHMEM.

The traditional implementations for intranode communi-
cation have been through two-copy shared memory based
designs that require both the processes to be involved. How-
ever, such a design does not match the one-sided nature of
communication in OpenSHMEM, without involvement of a
helper thread. Shared memory backed heap provides a high-
performance option for true one-sided communication. We
consider this as an alternative in our designs. Several designs
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have been proposed for single-copy communication that use
kernel modules or directly take advantage of virtual address
mapping capabilities provided by the underlying operating
systems [13]. In our work, we consider LiMIC as a rep-
resentative kernel-module based design for OpenSHMEM.
The vanilla Linux kernel, starting from version 3.2, provides
the Cross Memory Attach (CMA) feature. It is similar
to the kernel-based approaches, but will be more widely
available. CMA provides a hassle-free design alternative for
OpenSHMEM, but there has not been a detailed study on
how CMA performs compared to existing kernel module and
shared memory based approaches. Finally, newer InfiniBand
(IB) network adapters are powerful and provide advanced
features like RDMA, along with loopback capabilities for
communication within a node. We take advantage of this
capability to implement OpenSHMEM within a multi-core
node. In this paper, we compare the performance of these
designs and propose a hybrid approach that delivers the best
possible performance for all scenarios. Figure 1 shows the
set of design alternatives we consider in this paper.
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Figure 1. Overview of the Intranode Design Space Considered

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we propose our designs for each of
the alternatives discussed in Section III. We also describe
the impact these designs have in the implementation of
algorithms for collectives operations.

Shared Memory Backed Heap: In this approach, we
allocate the symmetric heaps of all the processes on a node
as a single shared memory file during the OpenSHMEM
runtime initialization and let every process map this file into
its own virtual address space using the POSIX mmap call.
This way, each process has direct access to remote process’s
heap memory and data transfers involving heap buffers
will be single memory copies. A process can calculate the
address of the remote buffer by adding the displacement of
local copy of the symmetric object in the local heap and
adding it to the starting local virtual address of the remote

process’s heap. However, this approach is limited to heap
buffers and communication from global buffers has to rely
on one of the approaches discussed below.
LiMIC: LiMIC provides an interface to create handles on

buffers, given their virtual memory address and size. The
handles are exchanged between processes using a secondary
communication channel like shared memory or network.
Once the exchange is complete, each process can write to
and read from remote process’s buffer using limic tx comp
and limic rx comp calls, respectively. The process has to
provide the remote buffer handle updated with the desired
offset into the buffer and the copy size as parameters. In our
design for OpenSHMEM, each process creates two handles,
one for the heap region and another for the data region.
We use the data start and end variables in Linux to get
the starting virtual address and the size of data region that
contains all the global and static variables of the main
program. The handles are exchanged between processes
within each node, during runtime initialization. When an
OpenSHMEM data transfer call is issued, the runtime checks
whether the remote buffer belongs to the heap or the global
memory region. It then generates the local offset of the
buffer which will be equal to the offset in the remote region.
It issues a LiMIC communication call using the appropriate
remote handle with the updated offset and size. The offset
in the handle is restored to the base of the region after the
transfer is complete.
Cross Memory Attach: CMA offers a simpler interface

that allows processes to read or write from each others
memory. It does not require any explicit calls to create
handles or to map buffers. Each process needs to know
the Process ID (PID) of the peer and the remote virtual
address of the buffer it wants to access. The PIDs and
virtual addresses of the heap regions are exchanged during
the runtime initialization in our design. The OpenSHMEM
put and get calls are then mapped onto process vm writev
and process vm readv system calls, respectively. The local
virtual addresses of global and static variables can be used
directly as remote addresses as they are the same at all the
processes. The remote virtual addresses of a heap buffer can
be calculated using the offset in the local heap and the base
address of the remote heap.

Network Loopback: Modern network adapters like the
latest Mellanox Connect-IB FDR offer under a micro-
second latency for short data transfers and up to 100Gb/s in
bandwidth for larger data transfers. InfiniBand also provides
features like RDMA that match well with the one-sided
communication semantics in OpenSHMEM. Earlier work
has shown how a light-weight substrate like the Unified
Communication Runtime (UCR) that exposes the differ-
ent features of IB can substantially benefit the inter-node
communication performance in OpenSHMEM [8]. In this
work, we use UCR and IB loopback as a design option
for intranode communication in OpenSHMEM. The heap
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and global memory regions at each process are registered
with the network interface (NIC). The base address and
the remote key (rkey) of the heap region, and the rkey
of the global regions are exchanged between the processes
during runtime initialization. The OpenSHMEM put and get
calls are implemented as RDMA write and RDMA read
operations, respectively. The remote virtual addresses of
global and heap buffers are calculated as described in the
design with CMA.

Though all the four designs discussed above can be used
interchangeably for OpenSHMEM data transfer operations,
their limitations and interactions with each other have to be
understood for atomic operations. LiMIC and CMA only
support read and write operations at the time of this work.
Atomics can be implemented efficiently within a node by
using architecture specific atomic operations over shared
memory. However, across multiple nodes, atomics have to
be implemented using active messages or using network
level atomics when networks like InfiniBand are available.
Network level atomics in InfiniBand have been shown to
deliver superior performance compared to active message
based approaches in earlier work [8]. However, InfiniBand
does not provide atomicity guarantee between the network
atomic operations and any other operations that happen
through memory. Hence, shared memory based atomics and
network atomics cannot be used together. In our designs,
we have used IB loopback channel to implement atomics
for better scalability.

A. Impact on Designs for Collective Communication

The applicability of the different designs discussed above
depends on the type of operations and the kind of variables
used. For example, the shared memory backed heap design
cannot be applied when global variables are used while
LiMIC or CMA cannot be used when atomic operations
are involved. This impacts how higher level algorithms
are formulated and which designs are used to implement
them. In this section, we demonstrate this using the barrier
synchronization operation in OpenSHMEM.

In the reference implementation for OpenSHMEM,
shmem barrier operation is implemented using a two round
synchronization scheme involving all active processes. Each
process atomically increments a counter at every other peer
and waits for its local counter to reach (npes - 1), where
npes is the number of processing elements. Then the PEs go
through a second round of synchronization using a different
set of counters. An optimized version had been proposed
for barrier within a node where the lowest ranked PE in
the active set, acting as the root, signals start of the barrier
operation through a flag and all the active PEs increment an
atomic counter indicating their participation. The root waits
for the counter to reach (npes - 1). They go through a second
round of synchronization to ensure that root is the last PE
to leave the operation [13].

As discussed earlier, we use network atomics to imple-
ment atomic operations in OpenSHMEM as they yield better
performance and scalability. However, atomics over the
network incur a higher overhead compared to put operations
using any channel. Moreover, using puts allows the flexibil-
ity to use any of the channels depending on the performance
they yield. Taking this into consideration, we propose a
two point mechanism to implement the synchronization in
a barrier operation. We use a counter for synchronization
between processes across nodes while we use an array
for synchronization among processes within a node. Each
process declares its participation by setting a flag in the
array, at an index equal to its local rank. Two arrays are
used for the two steps in the barrier. The size of array is
limited to the number of processes running within a node and
hence we do not see it as a critical scalability issue. Results
in Section V show that this mechanism yields significant
improvements in barrier performance. Barrier is also used
to implement other OpenSHMEM collectives: broadcast,
collect and reduce. The enhanced design for barrier improves
the performance of these collectives in-turn.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we give an overview of the experimental
setup and present a performance comparison of various de-
signs discussed in Section IV. We study their behavior in the
presence of different buffer types and usage characteristics.
We also discuss the benefits of our hybrid approach that uses
different designs for varying message sizes, buffer types and
system configurations. We also compare the performance of
our hybrid approach with the OpenSHMEM implementation
built on the GASNET runtime.

A. Experimental Setup

We have used two clusters for the experiments in this
work. The first cluster consists of four nodes featuring the
Intel Sandy Bridge-EP platform. Each node has dual Intel
Xeon E5-2670 2.6GHz, 8-core processors with 20 MB L3
shared cache. The nodes have 32 GB of main memory.
Each node is equipped with a Mellanox ConnectX-3 IB
FDR adapter connected through a PCIe 3.0 slot. The second
cluster consists of four nodes featuring the AMD Magny-
Cours platform. Each node has dual AMD Opteron 6174
2.2GHz, 12-core processors. Each node is equipped with
32 GB of memory and two Mellanox ConnectX IB QDR
adapters. Both clusters use RHEL 6.3 which includes a
backport of the Cross Memory Attach feature. They also
have LiMIC2 v0.5.5 module installed. We have used the
OpenSHMEM Reference Implementation v1.0a as we have
observed severe performance degradation with the newer
v1.0c version when running processes on all the cores. We
have used version 1.18.2 of the GASNET runtime with the
reference implementation. We have used the Unified Com-
munication Runtime (UCR) to implement network based
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Figure 2. Intra-socket performance of shmem putmem with heap buffers on Sandy Bridge node with IB FDR
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Figure 3. Intra-socket performance of shmem putmem with global buffers on Sandy Bridge node with IB FDR

communication in the proposed designs [19].
In this section, ‘SHM’ refers to the shared memory

backed heap design, ‘CMA’ refers to the design using Cross
Memory Attach, ‘LiMIC’ refers to the design that uses
LiMIC2 and ‘IB-LOOPBACK’ refers to the design that uses
network loopback. We call the reference OpenSHMEM im-
plementation that uses the GASNET runtime as ‘GASNET’,
the implementation that uses UCR and network for both
intranode and inter-node communication as ‘UCR’ and the
new design which takes advantage of the proposed optimized
intra-node designs as ‘UCR+INTRA-OPT’.

B. Performance of Data Transfers

In Figure 2, we compare the performance of
shmem putmem with different designs when using
heap buffers. The processes are mapped on the same socket.
The same buffer is used for all the put operations which
causes it to be cached, in the case of smaller messages.
Hence, we see very low latency with SHM. Though
both CMA and LiMIC are kernel-based approaches, they
incur different overheads. Analyzing their implementations
reveals that CMA avoids allocation of memory to store
page information in the case of messages up to 64KBytes.
It uses stack memory instead. The extra memory allocation

in LiMIC adds to its overhead. For large messages, we see
that both CMA and LiMIC perform better than SHM. We
attribute this behavior to the difference in performance of
memcpy used in the case of SHM and copy from user
used in the case of CMA and LiMIC. IB-LOOPBACK,
which uses the network DMA for the data transfer, delivers
better performance than SHM for large messages. We
have observed similar trends with shmem get as well. In
Figure 3, we present the results for a similar benchmark,
but using global buffers. Only CMA, LiMIC and IB-
LOOPBACK are applicable in this scenario and they show
similar performance trends as with heap buffers.

Figures 4 and 5 show the latencies of shmem putmem
involving off-cache local and remote buffers. They present
the performance when processes are mapped within a socket
and across sockets, respectively. In these tests, the cache is
flushed before measuring the performance for each message
size and the shmem putmem operation in each iteration acts
on a buffer displaced by at least a cache-line, thus avoiding
any caching effects. This provides a better understanding of
the performance of different designs in presence of random
access patterns. SHM continues to perform the best for small
messages. However, IB-LOOPBACK performs better than
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Figure 4. Intra-socket performance of shmem putmem with off-cache heap buffers on Sandy Bridge node with IB FDR
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Figure 5. Inter-socket performance of shmem putmem with off-cache heap buffers on Sandy Bridge node with IB FDR

CMA and LIMIC starting from 32KBytes messages and it
does better than all the designs for larger messages. This is
because of the DMA-assisted copies which are less affected
by the memory hierarchy and the placement of buffers.
From the above set of experiments, we can observe that
performance of CMA and LIMIC for messages larger than
64KBytes is impacted by the buffer reuse pattern. CMA
delivers better performance when buffers are reused but
LiMIC performs better when there is less reuse.

Figure 6 compares the message rate of different de-
signs on a 16-core Sandy Bridge node using a multi-pair
shmem putmem message rate benchmark and running one
process per core. The processes are mapped and paired so
that all communication is intra-socket. We observe that SHM
delivers the best performance. Performance with CMA is
impacted by the overheads of the system call and mapping
and unmapping of the buffers. LiMIC delivers even lower
performance because of the extra memory allocation in-
volved during small message transfers. Message rate through
network loopback is limited by the overheads of posting,
handling and completing the send requests.

C. Performance using a Hybrid Solution

Results from Section V-B demonstrate how the different
designs considered show different performance character-
istics depending on the transfer size, buffer type, buffer
location and data access pattern. Figure 7 shows the selection
of schemes that perform the best in different scenarios on
Intel Sandy Bridge and AMD Magny-Cours nodes. The
design selection based on architecture, message size and
buffer type is stored in the runtime and is used to select
the appropriate design for each transfer, during execution.
A buffer can be detected to be in global memory or heap
memory through a simple comparison with heap boundaries.
The buffer usage pattern is provided as a hint from the
application, using a runtime parameter. We compare the
performance of this hybrid approach, called UCR+INTRA-
OPT, with the reference implementation of OpenSHMEM
that uses the GASNET runtime. In Figure 8, we present
the performance of shmem putmem using heap buffers, on
the Intel Sandy Bridge platform. For small data transfers,
both GASNET and UCR+INTRA-OPT use shared mem-
ory backed heaps and hence deliver similar performance.
However, UCR+INTRA-OPT takes advantage of CMA for
larger data transfers and shows around 49% improvement
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in latency at 4MBytes. UCR+INTRA-OPT delivers close
to 70% and 80% improvements in latency for 4Byte and
4MBytes transfers, respectively, when global buffers are
used. These results are presented in Figure 9.
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D. Collective Communication

In Section V-D, we proposed an improved implementation
for shmem barrier that uses puts for synchronization among
processes within a node and allows us to take advantage of
the different communication channels available. We back
this with the optimized selection of channels from the
previous section and present a comparison of performance
of the optimized barrier using UCR+INTRA-OPT with the
performance of the default barrier using GASNET. We also
present the performance of default barrier with UCR which
uses network communication for all transfers. We do this to
differentiate the benefits from UCR and the benefits from
designs for intranode communication and synchronization.
We use the default two-step alltoall synchronization algo-
rithm that is available with the reference implementation,
for experiments with all the three designs.

Figure 10(a) compares the performance of barrier involv-
ing 16 PEs, all running on a single Sandy Bridge node.
At this scale, we see that UCR that uses network atomics
loses performance compared to GASNET that uses active
messages. UCR+INTRA-OPT alleviates this by using the
put based synchronization and delivers a 54% improvement
in latency compard to GASNET. The synchronization buffers
used in the broadcast operation are global buffers and hence
CMA is used for the transfers in UCR+INTRA-OPT. On
64 cores (4 nodes), we see that UCR shows 34% better
performance than GASNET. This is due the better scalability
of network atomics, compared to active messages. More
scalability studies that highlight this have been presented
in earlier work [8]. UCR+INTRA-OPT, with its intranode
optimizations, delivers a 45% improvement in latency com-
pared to UCR. It delivers an aggregate improvement of 64%,
compared to GASNET.

The other collectives in OpenSHMEM involve calls to

barrier and hence benefit from the improved design for
synchronization. They also benefit from the optimized se-
lection of communication channels. With 64 processes and
256Byte transfers, UCR+INTRA-OPT delivers 50% and
15% improvements in latency compared to UCR, for collect
and reduce operations, respectively. It reduces the latencies
of broadcast, collect and reduce operations by 58%, 58%
and 76%, respectively, when compared to GASNET.

We have run these experiments on the Magny-Cours
platform and we gain similar improvements in collective
performance. UCR+INTRA-OPT improves the barrier per-
formance by 56% and 68% when compared to GASNET, on
24 and 96 cores, respectively. On 96 cores, UCR+INTRA-
OPT delivers 13%, 21% and 19% improvements in latencies
for Broadcast, Collect and Reduce, respectively, when com-
pared to UCR. Compared to GASNET, it delivers an overall
improvement of 60%, 34% and 80% for the same collective
operations.

E. Applications

We have compared the performance of the three im-
plementations for OpenSHMEM using the Breadth First
Search (BFS) kernel in the Graph500 benchmark suite. A
hybrid version of the kernel that uses OpenSHMEM for one-
sided communication (atomics and puts) and uses MPI for
collectives has been presented in earlier work [8]. We have
modified this into a pure OpenSHMEM application by using
OpenSHMEM collectives. We have done this to isolate the
benefits due to the improvements from the OpenSHMEM
runtime and highlight the impact of the improved collectives.
We have used a data set of 220 vertices with an edge factor
of 16. On the Sandy Bridge platform, UCR+INTRA-OPT
reduces the mean BFS time by 13% and 18% compared
to UCR, on 16 and 64 cores, respectively. It provides
an overall improvement of 39% and 47% compared to
GASNET on 16 and 64 cores, respectively. Figure 12(a)
presents these results. On Magny-Cours platform, we see an
overall improvement of 13% and 25% compared to UCR, on
24 and 96 cores, respectively. We see a higher impact from
the intranode optimizations on the Magny-Cours platform as
it has a less powerful IB QDR network adapter compared
to IB FDR on the Sandy Bridge cluster. UCR+INTRA-
OPT provides an overall improvement of 42% and 57%
compared to GASNET, on 24 and 96 cores of the Magny-
Cours platform, respectively.

VI. RELATED WORK

There have been several SHMEM variants after Cray
Research introduced it in Cray T3D platform [20]. Some
of the major implementations are QSHMEM [21], SGI-
SHMEM [5], GPSHMEM [22], HP-SHMEM and IBM-
SHMEM. MPI-based implementation of SHMEM [23] is
also available. Some of these implementations are still in
use today. However, each implementation uses its own
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Figure 7. Selection of Designs on Sandy Bridge and Magny-Cours platforms
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Figure 8. Comparison of Intra-socket shmem putmem latencies using Heap Buffers - OpenSHMEM w/ GASNET and OpenSHMEM w/ UCR+SHMEM
on Sandy Bridge nodes with IB FDR
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Figure 9. Comparison of Intra-socket shmem putmem latencies using Global Buffers - OpenSHMEM w/ GASNET and OpenSHMEM w/ UCR+SHMEM
on Sandy Bridge nodes with IB FDR
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Figure 10. Performance of OpenSHMEM Collective Operations w/ Improved Intranode Synchronization on Sandy Bridge nodes with IB FDR
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Figure 11. Performance of OpenSHMEM Collective Operations w/ Improved Intranode Synchronization on Magny-Cours nodes with IB QDR
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Figure 12. Performance of BFS kernel from Graph 500 Suite

variation of SHMEM API and semantics. With the recent
OpenSHMEM effort [4] in unifying SHMEM specifications,
a renewed interest has been observed in developing high-
performance implementation of the OpenSHMEM speci-
fication. Sandia National Laboratories recently developed
OpenSHMEM over Portals network programming inter-
face [24]. Portals is a low-level network data movement
layer and programming interface to support higher-level one-
sided and two-sided interfaces. Latest Portals 4 has included
support for PGAS programming languages. Brightwell et.
al proposed an intranode implementation of OpenSHMEM,
that uses operating system virtual address space mapping
capabilities to provide efficient intranode operations. Pre-
viously, we proposed designs to improve the performance
of inter-node OpenSHMEM communication operations on

InfiniBand clusters [8]. In this paper, we explore the design
space of intranode OpenSHMEM operations and propose
a unified solution that delivers the best performance for
various message lengths and NUMA/cache hierarchies.

Yoon et. al developed a portable OpenSHMEM library
called GSHMEM [6]. GSHMEM employs GASNet commu-
nications middleware from UC Berkeley and is based on the
v1.0 draft of the OpenSHMEM specification. OpenSHMEM
reference implementation (OpenSHMEMv1.0) [3] also uses
GASNet as the communication subsystem. Using GASNet-
InfiniBand conduit, these OpenSHMEM implementations
enable OpenSHMEM communication on InfiniBand net-
works. In our design, OpenSHMEM communication routines
are implemented using Unified Communication Runtime [8].
In this work, we use OpenSHMEM reference implementa-
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tion as our base case for evaluations. GSHMEM is currently
not available as an open-source release.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a hybrid communication substrate for
OpenSHMEM on multi-core clusters. We dynamically use
different communication channels based on factors like mes-
sage size, process binding, buffer location and others. We
have also proposed an improved design for barrier synchro-
nization in OpenSHMEM. The hybrid substrate improves the
performance of shmem putmem by 49% and 80% compared
to the reference OpenSHMEM implementation for 4 MByte
transfers using heap and global buffers, respectively. The
proposed designs improve the performance of barrier by
64% and 68% on 64 core Intel Sandy Bridge and 96 core
AMD Magny-Cours clusters, respectively. They show up
to 47% and 57% benefits with the Breadth First Search
(BFS) kernel from the Graph500 benchmark suite, on the
two clusters, respectively. As part of future work, we would
like to enhance the designs for OpenSHMEM that optimize
performance at scale through better resource utilization.
Given the broad design space, we believe that an automatic
framework that allows OpenSHMEM implementations to
choose the right intra-node communication scheme, based
on the buffer/system characteristics will be very helpful.
We would also like to explore algorithms for efficiently
implementing OpenSHMEM locks on multi-core InfiniBand
clusters.
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